Temporal discrimination for single components of nonspeech auditory patterns.
This paper extends previous research on listeners' abilities to discriminate the details of brief tonal components occurring within sequential auditory patterns (Watson et al., 1975, 1976). Specifically, the ability to discriminate increments in the duration delta t of tonal components was examined. Stimuli consisted of sequences of ten sinusoidal tones: a 40-ms test tone to which delta t was added, plus nine context tones with individual durations fixed at 40 ms or varying between 20 and 140 ms. The level of stimulus uncertainty was varied from high (any of 20 test tones occurring in any of nine factorial contexts), through medium (any of 20 test tones occurring in ten contexts), to minimal levels (one test tone occurring in a single context). The ability to discriminate delta t depended strongly on the level of stimulus uncertainty, and on the listener's experience with the tonal context. Asymptotic thresholds under minimal uncertainty approached 4-6 ms, or 15% of the duration of the test tones; under high uncertainty, they approached 40 ms, or 10% of the total duration of the tonal sequence. Initial thresholds exhibited by inexperienced listeners are two-to-four times greater than the asymptotic thresholds achieved after considerable training (20,000-30,000 trials). Isochronous sequences, with context tones of uniform, 40-ms duration, yield lower thresholds than those with components of varying duration. The frequency and temporal position of the test tones had only minor effects on temporal discrimination. It is proposed that a major determinant of the ability to discriminate the duration of components of sequential patterns is the listener's knowledge about "what to listen for and where." Reduced stimulus uncertainty and extensive practice increase the precision of this knowledge, and result in high-resolution discrimination performance. Increased uncertainty, limited practice, or both, would allow only discrimination of gross changes in the temporal or spectral structure of the sequential patterns.